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Response to referee comment by Peter Kraal (Referee #1) on “Flocculation of dissolved organic 1 
matter controls the distribution of iron in boreal estuarine sediments” by Tom Jilbert et al. 2 
 3 

[Referee comments in bold] 4 
 5 
[Responses in italics] 6 
 7 
With interest I have read this manuscript, in which the authors explore the role of salinity-8 

driven flocculation of DOM and dFe in controlling the settling and diagenetic fate of riverine 9 
Fe along a salinity transect in a Baltic Sea estuary. The authors suggest a key role for 10 
flocculation in transferring Fe(III) in the form of Fe(III)-OM complexes and Fe(III) 11 
(oxyhydr)oxides from the water column to the sediment. Moreover, the Fe-OM pool is relatively 12 

stable and this Fe does not seem to participate in the “normal” reductive diagenetic pathways 13 
in organic-rich sediments. The manuscript is well-written, well-structured and an interesting 14 
addition to the flourishing research field of Fe-OM interactions in marine and terrestrial 15 

systems. 16 
 17 
Together with this review, I have uploaded an annotated pdf document with all my questions 18 
and comments. Below, I highlight the main questions that arose while reading the manuscript. 19 

 20 
We thank the referee for the careful consideration of our manuscript. Below, we respond to each of 21 

the major comments followed by the line-by-line comments extracted from the referee’s annotated 22 
pdf. 23 

 24 
1. On a technical note: If I understand correctly, relative errors for all solid-phase analyses 25 
were calculated from replicate analysis of “regular” (powdered) reference materials. I wonder 26 

whether this gives relative errors that are also representative for analysis of suspended material 27 
on filters. As far as I am aware, such samples are somewhat harder to process and I am curious 28 

to know if the authors can comment on how/whether they specifically assessed analytical 29 
precision and accuracy associated with filter samples (or why not). 30 
 31 

For the analysis of suspended organic matter, complete filters were combusted after packing and 32 

compression in tin cups. This avoids issues of heterogeneity within individual filters and this detail 33 
will be added to the methods section. We did not take systematic replicates for all GF/F filters due to 34 

limitations of sample volume and processing time. However for each site we did take an additional 35 
water column sample from <1m above the seafloor. At the stations where this sample is close to 36 
(within 2 vertical meters of) the deepest 5m depth interval sample, we suggest it may be used as a 37 
replicate to assess precision between filters (with the added value of coming from a separate sampling 38 
cast rather than simply being a duplicate from the same Limnos bottle). When this is done we see that 39 

the δ13C and N/C values for the extra sample are within the analytical error of the sample from the 40 
deepest 5m depth interval (see Fig. R1). Hence we conclude that precision for this data is in fact 41 
limited by the analysis and not by the sampling procedure. In terms of accuracy, this can only be 42 
determined by reference materials analyzed in parallel to the samples. This was done routinely (two 43 
standards for every ten samples) and showed accuracy to be <2.5% as stated in the manuscript. 44 
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When the corresponding exercise is 45 
carried out for Fepart. from the 46 
polycarbonate filters we observe 47 

relative standard deviation (RSD) 48 
of up to 15% for “replicate” deep 49 
water samples. This is substantially 50 
greater than the RSD values for 51 
δ13C and N/C (both less than 1 % in 52 

Fig. R1). We interpret this as a 53 
consequence of the fact that δ13C 54 
and N/C describe the 55 
characteristics of the suspended 56 

organic material, but are largely 57 
insensitive to variations in its total 58 
concentration at a given location. 59 

Fepart., on the other hand, describes 60 
the absolute concentration of 61 
particulate Fe in µmol/L, which 62 
(similarly to the absolute 63 

concentration of organic matter) is 64 
likely to vary on small spatial and 65 

temporal scales and may well 66 
change in the 10‒15 minute interval 67 

between Limnos casts at a given 68 
location. It should however be 69 
noted that the error associated with 70 

an RSD of 15%, particularly for 71 
low-Fe samples, is several orders of 72 

magnitude less than the large-scale 73 
changes in Fepart. observed along 74 

the salinity gradient which are discussed in the manuscript (Mean value at Station A = 2.54 µmol/L, 75 

σ = 1.98 (n = 2); mean value at Station K = 0.30 µmol/L, σ = 0.10 (n = 10)). The concentration of 76 

Fepart. at Station A is thus 25 times greater than at Station K.  77 
 78 

2. There is no information provided on which standards were analyzed with Mössbauer 79 
spectroscopy (or whether reference spectra collected previously were included) and how the 80 
selection of (number of) standards for LCF was performed. The LCF fitting routine was only 81 
explicitly mentioned in the caption to Fig. 5; it should also feature in the main methods section. 82 
The key statement “Quantification of iron-bearing phases and iron oxidation states is based on 83 

relative subspectral areas” may be expanded a bit (as it is to some extent in the notes of Table 84 
3). Overall, the procedure of obtaining relative proportions, including that of the 85 
“undocumented” Fe phase (in my opinion an awkward term, perhaps “unknown” is more 86 
appropriate?), should be more clear, as this phase plays a rather crucial role in the manuscript. 87 
Goodness-of-fit is also an important parameter in this respect, as it is basically the (areal) 88 

mismatch between the fit and the actual spectrum that is used as a measure of “undocumented” 89 
Fe. I think it would be good if all (relevant) reference spectra (perhaps including likely 90 

candidates that were not present such as siderite) are clearly presented (they are somewhat 91 
hard to discern in the current Figure 5: perhaps a stack plot with offset would work). 92 
 93 

Figure R1: N/C (mol) and δ13C of suspended particulate 

matter at Stations B and C. All data presented here, except 

for the deepest sample at each station (taken from <1 m 

above the seafloor), are included in Fig. 3 of the 

manuscript. Here, the sample from <1 m above the seafloor 

is treated as a replicate for the deepest 5m sampling 

interval for each station (depth offset = approx. 1 m for 

Station B, approx. 2 m for Station C). Horizontal error bars 

indicate analytical precision, reported as one standard 

deviation, as determined by 10 repeated measurements of 

standard materials (N/C =0.005, δ13C = 0.15 ‰).    
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We thank the referee for highlighting the need for a more detailed presentation of the Mössbauer 94 
approach. To clarify, the LCF fitting was performed using reference spectra rather than freshly 95 
prepared and analyzed standards. In the revised version, we will list the reference materials 96 

considered, present their spectra, describe how the selection for the LCF was performed, and expand 97 
the discussion of the LCF fitting procedure itself including goodness of fit. Furthermore we are in the 98 
process of generating Mössbauer spectra of additional sediment samples from the estuarine transect. 99 
When presenting these results in the revised manuscript we will consider the referee’s terminological 100 
suggestions regarding the use of the terms “undocumented” vs. “unknown” Fe phases.  101 

 102 
3. The authors assign the “undocumented” Fe phase fully to complexes of non-sulfidized Fe(II) 103 
with organic matter (p 12, L 17-19). They base this on the study of Yu et al. (2015), who found 104 
Fe(II)-OM phase “to be a major component of sedimentary Fe in a nearby boreal estuary.” In 105 

the Yu et al. study, OM-complexed Fe(II) was identified by Fe X-ray absorption spectroscopy 106 
using standards of Fe(II) and Fe(III) complexed with organic matter. As far as I could see, no 107 
empirical data in support of the assumption of OM-Fe(II) is provided in this manuscript. 108 

Because the Fe(II)-OM phase plays such an important role in the discussion, I wonder whether 109 
the authors can further substantiate their assumption that all the “undocumented” Fe, that 110 
could not be assigned to their (to the reader unknown) library of standards, was present as 111 
Fe(II)-OM? It should be clear exactly which Fe phases could be ruled out based on LCF with 112 

reference spectra. Some more focus on which spectral features could not be explained by the 113 
available reference standards, and how these may point to OM-associated Fe, would also be 114 

welcome. In the absence of a “smoking” gun, perhaps some more consideration should be given 115 
to the fact that OM-Fe(II) may not necessarily account for all “undocumented” Fe (to what 116 

extent do fitting uncertainties play a role?). In particular, the authors may want to address the 117 
validity of extrapolating Mössbauer data (key for assigning Stage 3 and 4 Fe to OM-Fe(II)) for 118 
the uppermost sample (0-1 cm) to the whole sediment record (up to 60 cm) at all sites (see also 119 

Comment 7). 120 
 121 

Our detailed response to this comment is partly dependent on the ongoing Mössbauer analysis of an 122 
additional five sediment samples from the estuarine transect. In total, the new dataset will comprise 123 
seven samples (riverbed sediment, shallow + deep sediment from Station A, shallow + deep sediment 124 

from Station D, shallow + deep sediment from Station J). At the time of writing, four of the additional 125 

5 samples have been measured and the fifth is in progress. Analysis of these spectra will be performed 126 
by LCF using references, and as stated in the response to the previous comment, the references used 127 

in the LCF (and the rationale for their selection) will be explicitly stated in the manuscript, complete 128 
with presentation of spectra.  129 
 130 
We have also performed additional sediment extractions on 15 samples from Stations A, D and J to 131 
investigate the robustness of our initial conclusions concerning the dominance of OM-Fe(II) in Stages 132 

3 and 4 of the Poulton and Canfield (2005) method. These results will be included in the revised 133 
manuscript and considered alongside the new Mössbauer data. In brief, we carried out parallel 134 
extractions of subsamples dried under N2 after frozen storage, and treated under anoxic conditions 135 
as follows: 136 
 137 

Subsample 1: 1M HCl, 1 hr (including trap for H2S evolved from Acid Volatile Sulfur) 138 
Subsample 2: 1 M HCl + 1 M hydroxylamine-HCl, 1 hr 139 

Subsample 3: 0.2 M Sodium citrate at pH 4.8, 2 hr 140 
 141 
Fe (II) in each extract was then determined by spectrophotometry after complexation with 1,10 142 
phenanthroline, while AVS was determined by iodometric titration. This approach is similar to that 143 
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used by Yu et al. (2015) to determine sulfidized vs. unsulfidized Fe (II), and Fe(II) /Fe(III), in the cold 144 
1M HCl-soluble fraction of boreal estuarine sediments. However we also included Subsample 3 to 145 
mimick Stage 3 of the Poulton and Canfield extraction ‒ but excluding dithionite ‒ to test the 146 

hypothesis that the citrate ligand alone may be able to extract Fe (II) direct from OM-complexes. 147 
This specifically addresses a comment of Referee #2 concerning our interpretations of citrate-148 
dithionite-soluble (i.e. nominally reducible) Fe as Fe (II). 149 
 150 
The results of the additional extractions suggest that our initial assumptions concerning the solubility 151 

of OM-Fe (II) in Stages 3 and 4 may indeed require modification. We do detect unsulfidized Fe(II) in 152 
the HCl extracts, and its concentration in most samples is higher than both sulfidized Fe (II) (AVS) 153 
and HCl-soluble Fe (III) (derived from the difference between Subsamples 1 and 2, see Figs. R2 and 154 
R3). Furthermore the parallel citrate-only extraction does appear to dissolve approximately 60% of 155 

the unsulfidized Fe (II) pool (see Fig. R4). While these observations support our claim that OM-Fe(II) 156 
complexes are present in the sediments and suggest that at least a fraction of this material is citrate-157 
soluble, the total amount of Fe dissolved in the additional extracts is equivalent to (only) the combined 158 

total from Stages 1 and 2 of the Poulton and Canfield (2005) procedure (Fig. R5). Hence, the Fe 159 
phases dissolved by 1M HCl are likely identical to those dissolved by sodium acetate and 160 
hydroxylamine-HCl, while the Stage 3- (citrate-dithionite) soluble Fe fractions remain largely intact 161 
during the 1M HCl extraction.  162 

 163 

 164 
 165 
 166 

 167 

Fig. R2: Comparison of Fe extraction data for the Poulton and Canfield (2005) method reported 

in the original manuscript (upper panels), and additional extractions with 1M HCl performed in 

response to the interactive discussion comments (lower panels). All panels are plotted on the same 

scales for comparability. Where possible, samples for the additional extractions were selected 

from the set originally extracted by the Poulton and Canfield method. When no sample material 

was remaining, adjacent samples were taken (n=4). 
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 177 
 178 

Fig. R5. Relationship between Fe extracted in 

Stages 1+2 of the Poulton and Canfield 

method, and total 1M HCl-extractable Fe in 

the additional extractions. Where no 

equivalent sample was available, adjacent 

samples have been compared (n =4). Dashed 

line represents 1:1 and the least-squares 

regression is performed against this line. 

Fig. R3: Zoom of lower panels of Fig. R2 for clarity. 

Fig. R4: Comparison of citrate-soluble Fe (II) (Subsample 3) and total unsulfidized Fe (II) (derived 

from Subsample 1) for the additional extraction samples. Note that approximately 60% of total 1M 

HCl-soluble unsulfidized Fe (II) is extracted by the citrate solution, as given by the relationship in 

the final panel (solid line in this panel indicates 1:1). 
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Therefore, assuming the 1M HCl extraction to be a reliable determinant for OM-Fe(II) as suggested 179 
by Yu et al., 2015, we should modify our interpretation of the composition of the phases dissolved in 180 
Stages 3 and 4 of the Poulton and Canfield method. We hope that the forthcoming Mössbauer data 181 

will clarify this issue, especially the deep sample from Station A, whose combined Stage 3 and Stage 182 
4-soluble Fe pool is in excess of 3000 µmol/g sediment (i.e. 16.8% of the sediment by weight).  183 
 184 
4. p 14, L 13-19. The authors attribute the excess removal of Fediss relative to DOC to 185 
“preferred association of Fe with higher molecular weight compounds, which are more sensitive 186 

to flocculation (Asmala et al., 2014) or a mechanistic enhancement of flocculation by the 187 
presence of Fe (Forsgren et al., 1996).” Firstly, the second mechanism deserves some 188 
explanation (it now implies enhancement of flocculation of Fe by Fe?). Secondly, as the authors 189 
also observe a ferrihydrite signal in their Fe flux to the sediment, could flocculation of Fe 190 

independent of DOM -> POM dynamics play a role in the removal of Fe from the water column 191 
(driven by salinity, pH, perhaps DO)? The authors mention that “Flocculated material in the 192 
oxic estuarine water column is likely present as Fe (III) partitioned between organic-Fe (III) 193 

complexes and ferrihydrite (Neubauer et al., 2013).” (p 16, L 20-21). Changes in surface charge 194 
of Fe(III) particles due to adsorption of ions at higher salinity may also affect the 195 
solubility/flocculation of Fe(III) particles? 196 
 197 

We will clarify these statements in the revised manuscript. Several authors have noted that the 198 
respective behavior of Fe and bulk OM along salinity gradients in Baltic Sea estuaries differ 199 

significantly, with non-conservative behavior being much more apparent for Fe. This may indeed 200 
imply additional mechanisms for flocculation that are specific to Fe, rather than simply to the fraction 201 

of OM to which Fe is associated (the context within which this statement was written). These include, 202 
as the referee suggests, direct flocculation of Fe oxides in response to pH changes. Typically, pH of 203 
the the Mustionjoki river drainage is in the order 6.0‒6.5 (Lahermo et al., Geochemical Atlas of 204 

Finland, 1996). Along the salinity gradient in the surface waters of the estuary, pH indeed rises, 205 
towards the offshore value of 8.0‒8.4 in the open Gulf of Finland (exact value depends on season, 206 

e.g., Omstedt et al., Tellus B, 62B, 2010), due to mixing between fresh and brackish water masses. As 207 
outlined in Neubauer et al., ES&T 47, 2013, pH ‒ independent of salinity ‒ may determine the 208 
partitioning of Fe between NOM-Fe complexes and ferrihydrite, and between different size classes 209 

of ferrihydrite in natural waters (their Figure 1e). In their model, freshwater at pH 6 should already 210 

contain a substantial fraction of Fe oxides that would not pass through a 0.2µm filter. We used 0.4µm 211 

filters, but nevertheless measured a majority of Fe in the particulate phase in the freshwater 212 

endmember sample (surface water of Station A, Fig. 2) which supports the Neubauer et al. model for 213 

a pH 6.0‒6.5 river. However we see an immediate loss of particulate Fe between Stations A and B, 214 
despite the onset of the salinity gradient and hence the rise in pH. This suggests that also current 215 

strength influences the concentration of this material in the water column, due to its susceptibility to 216 
sedimentation. Further offshore, we observe a second maximum in particulate Fe (Fig. 2) which we 217 
attribute to flocculated formerly dissolved material. We cannot discount that pH, increasing in 218 
tandem with salinity, influences this process. The density of minerogenic matter such as clays may 219 
also influence the likelihood of flocculation in boreal estuaries (as discussed in Forsgren et al., 1996).  220 

 221 
5. The reasoning behind the conclusion “that flocculation of DOM to POM in the estuarine 222 
environment may provide the second fraction of POM detected in the N/CPOM and 13CPOM 223 
data.” is somewhat unclear to this non-expert in that field (Fig. 3 and 4 and section 5.3). The 224 

authors state that the POM signal in surface waters is dominated by phytoplankton and 225 
therefore DOM-POM transitions cannot be discerned in N/CPOM vs 13CPOM signature of 226 

surface water-DOM from a previous study plot in the field of C3 plant material, suggesting that 227 
phytoplankton is not an important component of surface water DOM? I found this in itself 228 
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surprising, as I would expect the DOM to be impacted by decomposition (POM -> DOM) of 229 
fresh algal material.  230 
 231 

To answer this point first: It is true that degradation of phytoplankton material may theoretically 232 
impact on DOM content (and therefore net composition). However in this system the mass balance 233 
argues against such a hypothesis. Concentrations of river-derived DOM in the estuary are an order 234 
of magnitude greater than the potential supply from degrading phytoplankton. In the study of Asmala 235 
et al., Biogeosciences 10, 2013, DOM concentrations along the salinity transect of the Mustionjoki 236 

estuary declined from 585 µmol/L in river water to 363 µmol/L in the offshore endmember (average 237 

of three seasons). As shown in the same study (and in our Fig. 3), despite transformations in the 238 

estuarine environment including flocculation and utilization of DOM in foodwebs, bulk DOM retains 239 
a strongly “terrestrial” C/N (or (N/C) ratio even in the offshore region. In this study, we measured 240 

POC in the range of 20‒60 µmol/L for most stations (see Fig. R7 and convert to molar units). Hence, 241 

complete degradation of this material to DOM would yield only minor changes in the C/N (or (N/C) 242 
ratio. We will rephrase the text to emphasize this.       243 

 244 
The POM data from deeper waters from this study plot towards the C3 plant signature. The 245 
authors use this trend as an indication that the second OM source besides phytoplankton, i.e. 246 

C3 plant material, is transferred from DOM to POM through flocculation. I wonder whether 247 
the POM N/CPOM vs 13CPOM plots cannot also be determined/impacted by magnification of 248 
the C3 signal in the POM reservoir below the phytoplankton-dominated surface waters? I guess 249 

this strongly depends on the “rapid remineralization of fresh phytoplankton material during 250 
settling” (p 15, L8-9) which would remove the phytoplankton signal from POM and DOM and 251 

the persistence of the phytoplankton POM signal. 252 
 253 

Our conceptual model for interpreting the plots in Fig. 3 is that there are essentially two end-members 254 
of POM in the estuarine water column: phytoplankton and (C3) terrestrial plant material. At any 255 

given location (water depth, distance from river mouth), we then observe a mixture of phytoplankton 256 
and terrestrial material whose proportions determine the bulk N/CPOM and δ13CPOM. In deeper waters, 257 
these bulk signals are closer to those of the plant material, partly because remineralization of sinking 258 

phytoplankton detritus depletes the contribution of this end-member. If we understand the referee’s 259 
question correctly, it concerns the possibility that plant material in the bulk POM may derive from a 260 

direct POM input to the estuary (rather than from flocculated DOM). This is indeed a possibility 261 
which cannot be ruled out with the data presented. However as demonstrated by Mattsson et al., 262 

Biogeochemistry 76, 2005 in a study of 86 Finnish river catchments, 94% of TOC in river water is 263 

present as DOC. This implies that transformations of DOC in the estuarine water column are a more 264 
likely source of plant matter-derived POC than a direct POC input from the catchment. Furthermore 265 
DOM in the Mustionjoki estuary is known to undergo non-conservative mixing at low salinities 266 

(considered mainly to be due to flocculation of DOC to POC as outlined in Asmala et al., JGR 267 
Biogeosciences 10.1002, 2014). Hence we stand by the initial interpretation that the terrestrial plant 268 
material end-member of POM is likely derived from flocculated DOM.  269 
 270 
6. p16, L18-27. The authors interpret dithionite- and oxalate-extractable Fe as OMFe(II), and 271 

state that this is formed in the water column rather than the sediment. As far as I can see, this 272 
is again based on the findings of Yu et al. (2015) for a nearby boreal estuary. It may be good if 273 

the authors highlight data from this study or further literature besides Yu et al. (2015) in 274 
support of the conclusion that OM-Fe(II) is exclusively formed in the water column and is not 275 
of diagenetic origin. 276 
 277 
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As outlined in the response to comment 3, our interpretations concerning the role of OM-Fe(II) will 278 
require modification. The additional 1M HCl extraction data confirm that unsulfidized Fe (II) is 279 
present in all measured samples (n=15) but the comparison in Fig. R5 shows that it likely contributes 280 

to Stages 1+2-soluble Fe (rather than Stages 3+4-soluble Fe) in the Poulton and Canfield method. 281 
In fact we did not claim that the OM-Fe(II) complexes were formed in the water column, rather that 282 
the association between Fe and OM may initially occur in the water column (where Fe is present as 283 
Fe(III)) and persist in the sediments (where Fe is then reduced to Fe(II)). In any case we will rewrite 284 
this section based on the new information from the additional extractions and Mössbauer analyses. 285 

 286 
7. p 17, L 4-7. The maximum accumulation of ferrihydrite in a (seasonally oxygen depleted) 287 
“pit” of Station D is interesting, in that redox shuttling apparently causes maximum 288 
accumulation Fh (the most labile and easily reduced Fe(III) phase) in the surface sediment (Fig. 289 

6), where H2S already seems to accumulate (Fig. 7). Striking is also the persistence of Stage 1 290 
and 2 Fe (“ferrihydrite”) with depth through sulfidic depth intervals at Station D and to a lesser 291 
extent Station J. Could ferrihydrite perhaps be only part of the answer? The authors assign all 292 

Fe extracted by Na acetate at pH 4.5 to ferrihydrite, while this mineral is very slow to dissolve 293 
at that pH. Iron monosulfide was not specifically quantified in this study, could the presence of 294 
FeS help explain the Na acetate-extractable Fe pool and the persistence of Stage 1 and 2 Fe with 295 
depth? Egger et al. 2014, ES&T, mention that FeS in Baltic surface sediments is extracted in 296 

Stage 1 and especially Stage 2 of the same Fe extraction scheme as used in this study.  297 
 298 

To answer this point first: As outlined in the response to comment 3 we now have a more detailed 299 
picture of the likely composition of the Na-acetate- and hydroxylamine-HCl-soluble fractions, which 300 

helps to answer these questions. First we recall that total 1M HCl-soluble Fe is equivalent to total 301 
Stage 1+2-soluble Fe from the Poulton and Canfield method (Fig. R5), implying that the same phases 302 
are dissolved in both approaches. The results of the 1M HCl extractions therefore confirm the 303 

referee’s suggestion that FeS accounts for a portion of total Na-acetate- and/or hydroxylamine-HCl-304 
soluble Fe (Fig. R3). The remainder is made up of unsulfidized Fe (II) and HCl-soluble Fe (III). It is 305 

notable, as the referee also states, that Station D is characterized by the highest total proportions of 306 
these “labile” phases (Figs. R2 and R3) which is very likely a consequence of lateral Fe shuttling 307 
into the bathymetric depression, followed by diagenetic cycling of Fe in the sediment. This diagenetic 308 

cycling may include reduction of ferrihydrite and precipitation as FeS.  309 

 310 
Although the additional extractions were performed on only 5 samples per station ‒ and therefore 311 

trends with depth in the relative proportions of FeS, unsulfidized Fe(II) and HCl-soluble Fe(III) are 312 
difficult to discern ‒ the data suggests that HCl-soluble Fe (III) is indeed present in most samples. 313 
This implies a persistent occurrence of ferrihydrite at depth in the sediments throughout the transect, 314 
as originally suggested in the manuscript. An alternative theory would be that the HCl-soluble Fe 315 
(III) is contributed by labile OM-Fe(III) complexes, which may be less susceptible than ferrihydrite 316 

to reaction with H2S. These possibilities will be discussed in more detail in the revised version. (We 317 
note that three of the 15 samples appear not to yield any HCl-soluble Fe(III) (Fig. R3), but that this 318 
may be an artefact caused by heterogeneity between Subsamples 1 and 2, which were used to estimate 319 
HCl-soluble Fe (III) from the difference between HCl-soluble Fe (II) and HCl-soluble Fetot.).   320 
 321 

The Mössbauer data indicate abundant superparamagnetic Fe(III) at Stations A and to a lesser 322 
extent Station D, but these are data from the uppermost sample (0-1 cm) that was in contact 323 

with bottom water O2 that was still 75 % (Station A) to 30 % (Station D) of saturation, 324 
eyeballing Fig. 1. FeS persistence far below the zone of H2S accumulation may be unlikely 325 
(unless the system is very dynamic and far from any steady state). This zone, characterized by 326 
abundant Fe2+ but no sulfide, is often associated with formation of reduced Fe minerals such 327 
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as vivianite and siderite. Could these also be present here and extracted in the low pH Stage 1 328 
and 2 of the extraction scheme? The fact that these phases were not observed in the Mössbauer 329 
data from the surface sample does not rule out their presence at depth. Overall, some more 330 

words (beyond "seasonally oxygen depleted”) can be spent regarding the steadiness of a 331 
geochemical state with apparently co-occurring “Fh” and H2S accumulation, and the nature of 332 
Fe extracted from anoxic non-sulfidic and sulfidic sediments during Stages 1 and 2 of the Fe  333 
extraction scheme. 334 
 335 

We are currently analyzing five additional samples by Mössbauer, including one sample from the 336 
deeper part of the core from Station D (26‒28 cm), below the H2S zone. As indicated above, these 337 
data will be included in the revised version of the manuscript along with the relevant reference 338 
spectra and expanded details of the LCF procedure. The referee is correct that precipitation of Fe(II) 339 

phosphates and carbonates is theoretically possible in this depth interval, as shown for example for 340 
Bothnian Sea sediments in Egger et al., GCA 169, 2015. We will acknowledge this in the text as well 341 
considering these phases in the interpretation of the Mössbauer data. It is also indeed noteworthy 342 

that Station D appears to display co-occurrence of “ferrihydrite” and H2S in the depth interval 5‒20 343 
cm, whereas ferrihydrite is expected to react with H2S with a half-life measured in hours (Table 4.1 344 
in Raiswell and Canfield, Geochemical Perspectives 1, 2012). Although we have only sampled Station 345 
D pore waters on one occasion, we expect from nearby ‒ repeatedly sampled ‒ stations that the H2S 346 

peak will be persistent throughout the year, which supports the need for an explanation why 347 
“ferrihydrite” should survive in the sediments. As outlined in the previous response, one possibility 348 

is that the HCl-soluble Fe(III) is in fact labile OM-Fe(III), which may be less susceptible than 349 
ferrihydrite to reaction with H2S. Another is that ferrihydrite is indeed present, but somehow 350 

protected from reaction with H2S by surface sorption processes. We note the referee’s own recent 351 
conference abstract (Kraal et al., Goldschmidt 2017) which suggests a greater chemical stability for 352 
ferrihydrite particles to which P and Si is sorbed.  353 

 354 
 355 

I look forward to enjoying the revised version of this manuscript. 356 
 357 
Kind regards, Peter Kraal Utrecht University, Department of Earth Sciences-Geochemistry 358 

Please also note the supplement to this comment: 359 

https://www.biogeosciences-discuss.net/bg-2017-181/bg-2017-181-RC1-supplement.pdf 360 
 361 

 362 
Responses to Line by Line supplementary comments from P. Kraal (Referee #1) 363 
 364 
P3 Line 6: And, conversely, OM has been shown to stabilize ferrous Fe (Toner et al, Nat 365 
Geosci 2, 2009) 366 

 367 
We will add the reference to the revised manuscript. 368 
 369 
P3 Line 13: Michel et al, Science 316, 2007; Hiemstra et al, GCA 105, 2013: Fe10O14OH2.nH2O 370 
 371 

We will clarify that there are several formulas for ferrihydrite (and indeed several models for its 372 
structure) in the literature. The simplified formula we use is taken from Raiswell, Elements 2011. 373 

 374 
P3 Line 25: Fh binding sites are overwhelmingly Fe-O groups, not Fe-OH 375 
 376 
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We will clarify this statement with references to developments in understanding of the structure and 377 
sorption characteristics of ferrihydrite. Relevant to the referee’s comment, the original OH-rich 378 
model for ferrihydrite presented by Drits et al. (Clay Minerals, 28, 1993) has indeed been superseded 379 

by more recent works implying a dominance of Fe-O bonds in the structure and thus in sorption sites 380 
on the mineral surface, as outlined in Hiemstra, GCA 105, 2013.   381 
 382 
P3 Line 29: net 383 
 384 

The text will be modified accordingly. 385 
 386 
P5 Line 28: I can imagine that the precision and accuracy of standards may differ from data 387 
obtained from solids on filters. Were complete filters combusted, or parts? Were there any 388 

replicates for filter analyses? 389 
 390 
This issue is addressed in detail in our response to the referee’s main comments. 391 

 392 
P6 Line 9: Here I have the same question as above, about the relationship between results from 393 
standards and results from (pieces of) filters. 394 
 395 

This issue is addressed in detail in our response to the referee’s main comments. 396 
 397 

P6 line 10: I do not follow: if total Fe on filter is measured, and the filtered volume is known, 398 
why is TSS needed to convert from umol Fe on filter to umol Fe/L water? 399 

 400 
The referee is correct that TSS is not needed to perform this calculation. In our spreadsheets we had 401 
used TSS first to estimate the concentration of Fepart. as µmol/g suspended solid material, and 402 

subsequently converted this value back to Fepart. in µmol/L. We now checked the direct conversion as 403 
described by the referee and the results are consistent with those initially calculated. We will reword 404 

this section. 405 
 406 
P8 Line 15: And, in light of the possible role of FeS, maybe spell out that it's a low estimate for 407 

sulfide-associated Fe. 408 

 409 
This issue is addressed in detail in our response to the referee’s main comments. 410 

 411 
P8 Line 21: No info on standards. 412 
 413 
This issue is addressed in detail in our response to the referee’s main comments. 414 
 415 

P10 Line 4: Based on measurements of gravimetric water loss? 416 
 417 
The assumed constant value of 90% is of course a simplification of the true porosity profile, but 418 
sufficient for the qualitative discussion of diagenetic processes presented in the original paper. For 419 
completeness, we will adjust the CH4 concentration data using a best-fit line through the porosity 420 

data derived from gravimetric water loss, which are indeed available.       421 
 422 

P12 Line 8: Are the stacked 100% plots necessary? 423 
 424 
It is difficult to convey clearly all the information in this large dataset (multiple operational fractions 425 
+ multiple stations, Fe + organic matter dynamics) in a single figure. We decided to include the 426 
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stacked 100% plots to improve our chances of succeeding in this. For example in the case of the plot 427 
of the organic matter fractions, the absolute concentrations show clearly that there are lower values 428 
in the stations close to the sill, while the stacked 100% plot shows that the relative concentrations of 429 

terrestrial and phytoplankton material are unaffected by the presence of the sill (i.e. the samples plot 430 
approximately where expected in the offshore trend).  431 
 432 
P12 Line 8: Well, station B stands out but for the rest I do not see much of a (general) trend. 433 
 434 

We will adjust the text accordingly. 435 
 436 
P12 Line 14: The "marked" difference does not become apparent, because the phases normally 437 
associated with the stages are not mentioned here. For clarity, I would refer to the operational 438 

fractions above (L12, 13) as it is the first mention of the "stages" in the results section (instead 439 
of later on in L25 and 27), mention the corresponding stages and then keep referring to the 440 
stages. 441 

 442 
This issue is addressed in detail in our response to the referee’s main comments. 443 
 444 
P12 Line 19: Any way to substantiate this? Yu et al used XAS, here it's Mossbauer without 445 

any Fe-OM reference phase? 446 
 447 

This issue is addressed in detail in our response to the referee’s main comments. 448 
 449 

P12 Line 25: Consider the order of section 4.5 and the place of this paragraph; would it not fit 450 
better before the Mossbauer results? 451 
 452 

We will consider this advice when restructuring the manuscript. 453 
 454 

P13 Line 15: Why H2S in the text, when HS- (the major species at circumneutral pH) is used 455 
in the formula? 456 
 457 

We will correct this inconsistency. 458 

 459 
P13 Line 18: And why H2S here, while HS- in Eq 5? 460 

 461 
We will correct this inconsistency. 462 
 463 
P13 Line 20: What does "efficiently" mean in this context? Rapid reaction? 464 
 465 

Yes, we will clarify this. 466 
 467 
P13 Line 21: vertical extent 468 
 469 
We will adjust the text. 470 

 471 
P14 Line 6: Why is there no direct evidence for OM flocculation for this study? Fig 3b presents 472 

data, but does not show DOM/POM trends along the gradient. 473 
 474 
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This is because the original experimental design was focused on Fe and POM did not include 475 
measurements of DOM in 2 dimensions June 2015. The DOM data were added later to help explain 476 
the distribution of N/CPOM and δ13CPOM.   477 

 478 
P14 Line 10: I find it hard to understand this remark and its context, some more detail would 479 
be beneficial. What kind of variations in end-member values? 480 
 481 
We will expand this section briefly. The statement refers to the fact that the freshwater DOM 482 

endmember characteristics (and magnitude) are temporally variable, for example in response to the 483 
seasonal cycle or discharge events. In estuaries with a long freshwater residence time this variability 484 
may be transmitted downstream slowly, meaning that an instantaneous sampling of an entire transect 485 
for DOM characteristics may reveal not only the steady-state mixing dynamics, but also the signal of 486 

the changing freshwater endmember. Hence interpretations of conservative vs. non-conservative 487 
mixing need to be made with care. These concepts are discussed at length in Asmala et al., Frontiers 488 
in Marine Science 12, 2016.  489 

 490 
P14 Line 15: I wonder about effects of changes in pH and DO, that may affect the kinetics of Fe 491 
oxidation and precipitation. Are there jumps in these values when going from the river into the 492 
estuary? 493 

 494 
This issue is addressed in detail in our response to the referee’s main comments. 495 

 496 
P15 Line 5: Crucial. Unsure about the reasoning; Can it simply be the "natural" distribution 497 

between DOM and POM for plant material? 498 
 499 
This issue is addressed in detail in our response to the referee’s main comments. 500 

 501 
P16 Line 13: This is the smoking gun; but is it syngenetic or diagenetic? And, there is no direct 502 

evidence for Fe-OM from the data, there is just a pool of "undocumented Fe" that is assumed 503 
to be organic-bound Fe based on XAS data from Yu et al. I assume that siderite was in the 504 
library? Dithionite-citrate may have potential for siderite dissolution? More info on the 505 

standards explored is necessary to validate the claim that the Fe was undocumented and thus 506 

likely associated with OM. 507 
 508 

This issue is addressed in detail in our response to the referee’s main comments. 509 
 510 
P16 Line 18: This is pretty speculative (based on Yu); any evidence for the fact that it occurs in 511 
the water column? Following sentences infer the role of diagenesis, the Fe(III)-OM is purely 512 
hypothetical? 513 

 514 
This issue is addressed in detail in our response to the referee’s main comments. 515 
 516 
P16 Line 33: OK, so siderite was a standard (which is a Fe(II) mineral) 517 
 518 

Yes. Siderite was one of the reference spectra. This issue is addressed in detail in our response to 519 
the referee’s main comments. 520 

 521 
P16 Line 33: Even fresh ferrihydrite dissolved very slowly at the pH of Na acetate (4.5), are 522 
there lit examples of Fh dissolving under those conditions? 523 
 524 
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This issue is addressed in detail in our response to the referee’s main comments. 525 
 526 
P17 Line 5: This is interesting, in that redox suttling causes maximum Fh (the most labile and 527 

easily reduced Fe(III) phase) accumulation in the surface sediment, where H2S already seems 528 
to accumulate (Fig. 7). Perhaps some more words (beyond "seasonally oxygen depleted) can be 529 
spent on the equlibrium of a state with apparently co-occurring abundant Fh and H2S 530 
accumulation? 531 
 532 

This issue is addressed in detail in our response to the referee’s main comments. 533 
 534 
P18 Line 13: Is there not potential for a role of sediment DOC/POC as Fe(II) sink, i.e. diagenetic 535 
OM-Fe(II) formation? 536 

 537 
Diagenetic formation of OM-Fe complexes is indeed suggested in the papers of Lalonde et al. 538 
(2012) and Shields et al. (2016). i.e. according to their model, the association between Fe and OM 539 

occurs after sedimentation. Due to the close association of Fe and OM in the water column of 540 
boreal estuaries, we have focused on the idea that Fe and OM are transferred together to the 541 
sediments. However we cannot discount the possibility that diagenesis affects the nature of the 542 
association and we will acknowledge this in the revised text. 543 

 544 
P19 Line 3: The mechanism could be explained more explicitly: how does the recovery drive 545 

increased Fe and DOM transport? 546 
 547 

We will expand this section briefly. The mechanism is related to the ionic strength of freshwaters 548 
and consequent residence time of DOM in drainage systems. 549 
 550 

P20 line 25: ( 551 
 552 

We will correct the typo. 553 
 554 
 555 

 556 

 557 
 558 

 559 
 560 
 561 
 562 
 563 

 564 
 565 
 566 
 567 
 568 

 569 
 570 

 571 
 572 
 573 
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Response to referee comment by Anonymous Referee #2 on “Flocculation of dissolved organic 574 
matter controls the distribution of iron in boreal estuarine sediments” by Tom Jilbert et al. 575 
 576 

[Referee comments in bold] 577 
 578 
[Responses in italics] 579 
 580 
This is a paper on the removal mechanisms of Fe to sediments in the riverine-estuarine 581 

transition of a long riverine estuary on the Eastern Baltic Sea and the effect of this removal for 582 
the corresponding iron diagenesis in the underlying sediment. The key message of this paper, if 583 
I understand this right, is that riverine Fe is removed by flocculation in the riverine-estuarine 584 
transition of the Eastern Baltic Sea. These results are similar to the Fe story presented in Yu et 585 

al (2015) Chemical Geology in another Finnish estuary. The flocculation occurs as an organic 586 
Fe complex.  587 
 588 

These results are based on the interpretation of Mössbauer spectra, which revealed an unknown 589 
Fe phase that was neither well-crystallized silicate, magnetite, nor ferrihydrite. The inference 590 
is therefore not direct, but indirect, and that is a major shortcoming. 591 
 592 

In the underlying sediments of the outer estuary and the Baltic Sea, Fe accumulation occurs as 593 
different phases than in the riverine part, where more crystalline Fe hydroxides occurred than 594 

in the distal part where organic Fe dominates.  595 
 596 

In principal I believe some of the story, e.g., the organic-Fe transport and rapid removal in the 597 
estuary. But I failed to see how the results translate into different diagenetic Fe processes in the 598 
sediment.  599 

 600 
In particular, I felt that the story on the anaerobic oxidation of methane by iron was 601 

underdeveloped. While this is an impressively large data set from many stations, much of the 602 
potential novelty hinges upon the interpretation of the Mössbauer data. The combination of 603 
Mössbauer/extraction data call for a major reinterpretation of the operational Fe extractions, 604 

in particular of a re-assessment of the dithionite extraction as an organic Fe phase. This has 605 

large ramifications for many published papers and the authors need to be very careful in their 606 
assessment and interpretations. 607 
 608 

We thank the referee for the careful consideration of our manuscript. Below, we respond to each of 609 

the question posed by the referee. 610 
 611 

I would like the authors to address and comment on a number of questions I have: 612 
 613 
Why do you not present Mössbauer spectra of riverine material, dissolved and particulate? 614 

This would be most interesting to see. 615 
 616 
We agree with the referee that such data would be extremely interesting. However the present study 617 
was not designed to include Mössbauer analysis of riverine dissolved and particulate material. This 618 
would require far greater volumes of water to be filtered (and with various grades of filters) than that 619 

required for the determination of total Fediss. and Fepart.. Indeed, this would constitute a separate 620 
study in itself. However in response to the comments of both referees we are currently analyzing 621 

additional sediment samples by Mössbauer. These include a sample from the river bed of the 622 
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Mustionjoki, upstream from Station A, which may shed some light on the composition to material 623 
transported in the river. 624 
 625 

 626 
Why do you claim that hydroxylamine-extracted Fe occurs as Fe2+, when hydroxylamine is a 627 
strong reducing agent? No information on prior oxidation state is possible using this extraction 628 
method. 629 
 630 

It is true that hydroxylamine-HCl is a reducing agent and in fact we did not claim in the original text 631 
that hydroxylamine-HCl extracts Fe2+. We assume the referee is referring to our claim that dithionite 632 
(another reducing agent) extracts Fe2+ from OM-Fe(II) complexes. In response to the comments of 633 
both referees we have addressed the issue of solubility of various Fe phases in our original extraction 634 

scheme extensively. Please refer to Figures R2‒R5 and associated text in this file. 635 
 636 
Why do you not even consider or discuss the extraction of FexSy phases with dithionite? This 637 

is well known. Not all Fe may be organically associated to the same extent throughout the 638 
transect and not necessarily as Fe2+, because dithionite is also a reducing agent. 639 
 640 
The exact nature of the dithionite-soluble phase(s) remain difficult to determine conclusively, and we 641 

require the additional Mössbauer data to advance this discussion. The additional extractions suggest 642 
that unsulfidized Fe (II), including the potential OM-Fe (II) complexes, is in fact dissolved in Stages 643 

1+2 of the Poulton and Canfield method, rather than Stages 3+4 (dithionite + oxalate) as suggested 644 
in the original manuscript. With respect to the possible dissolution of FexSy phases in dithionite, 645 

pyrite is not considered to be dithionite-soluble (see for example Berner, Amer. J. Sci. 268, 1970; 646 
Canfield, GCA 53, 1989; Raiswell et al., Chem. Geol., 111, 1994) while greigite is not expected to be 647 
a major phase in the sediments at this location. The role of FeS has been established by the additional 648 

extractions: this is expected to be dissolved in Stages 1+2 (Fig. R3). 649 
 650 

In your table or on the Mössbauer spectra you should show the patterns for FexSy or FeS2 651 
phases to convince the reader that the composite spectrum is not influenced by these phases. 652 
 653 

This is a fair criticism and similar to comments from Referee #1. We will present all relevant reference 654 

spectra in the revised version. 655 
 656 

The Mössbauer spectroscopy standardization and reference spectra are not explained. It is not 657 
clear why your conclusion is that the phase must be an organic Fe2+ phase. If it is ferrihydrite 658 
associated with organic matter, what kind of association is this? 659 
 660 
This is a fair criticism and similar to comments from Referee #1. We will present all relevant reference 661 

spectra in the revised version. The allocation of Fe(II) vs. Fe (III) to unknown phases in Mössbauer 662 
spectra is made according to the position of the spectrum in x-y space of quadrupole splitting vs. 663 
isomer shift, as outlined in Murad and Cashion, Springer 2004. This detail will be included in the 664 
revised version. 665 
 666 

Is there a possibility that the unknown spectrum is an amorphous Fe-silica phase? 667 
 668 

We have no basis to suspect this at the present time. 669 
 670 
Why is it that there are hardly any changes in Fe speciation at Station D, although the S content 671 
changes so significantly and therefore likely the concentrations of FeS and FeS2? 672 
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 673 
We apologize to the referee, but we made a significant mistake in the plotting of Figure 6 (and 674 
associated text) which is relevant to this question and likely influenced the referee’s understanding 675 

of the data. The scale of the sedimentary Fe content reads 0‒4 %, while it should read 0‒40 %. Hence 676 
the true figure should look like this: 677 
 678 

 679 

 680 

 681 

Note that all other plots of sedimentary Fe content in µmol/g units are correct, as are the Fe/Al weight 682 

ratios given in Fig. 8.  683 
 684 
Clearly, the Fe content of the sediments at all stations is far higher than the S content, also on a molar 685 
basis, and this is the reason that the downcore changes in S content are not reflected in changing Fe 686 

speciation. This is best illustrated in Fig. R2 of this document, where “sulfide-Fe” (calculated as 687 
described in the manuscript assuming all S as pyrite) is shown to be only a minor component. This 688 
conclusion does not change when the calculation is performed taking into account the AVS (FeS) 689 

component now calculated in the additional extractions. For clarity we will add both molar and 690 
weight % scales to the figures in the revised version. 691 
 692 
 693 

Fig. R6. Corrigendum to Figure 6 in the original manuscript. Note the scales on the axes of 

weight % Fe in the sediments (0–40%).  
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What is the major Fe carrier down the river, i.e., what is the speciation of Fe in river and 694 
estuarine water? How much is associated with the organic fraction – how much is present as 695 
ferrihydrite – what is the exact molecular association? 696 

 697 
For the reasons outlined earlier, we did not carry out speciation work on the suspended particulate 698 
(or operationally “dissolved”) Fe. We emphasize again the relevance of the study of Neubauer et al., 699 
ES&T 47, 2013, which discusses the speciation of Fe in boreal rivers.   700 
 701 

Figure 5 figure caption and left figure panel don’t agree. The caption reads Fe2+/FeT, the other 702 
Fe3+/FeT ratio. 703 
 704 
We thank the referee for this observation and will correct the text and figure. 705 

 706 
Figure 6: The down-core operational Fe profiles don’t exactly make sense in light of the 707 
pronounced changes in S content with depth at Station A. At least, the 100% scaling makes it 708 

difficult to associate the species changes with the S concentration changes. I recommend to show 709 
the Fe species as concentrations, e.g., as summed bars totaling to the actual Fe concentration. 710 
That would help at least for comparing the data of Station A. The Fe species do not correspond 711 
at all to the sulfur concentrations. How is this possible, if FeS/FeS2 forms? My conclusion would 712 

be that the dithionite-extracted species seem to be associated at least partly with some FeS/FeS2. 713 
This needs to be accounted for. 714 

 715 
Again, we apologize to the referee for the mistake in Figure 6 which is relevant to this comment (see 716 

earlier response). We will take onboard the suggestion to plot the Fe speciation data as 717 
concentrations. A version of Fig. R2 will be included in the revised manuscript. 718 
 719 

p.14 l.25: I think the authors mean ‘isotopically depleted’ 720 
 721 

No. The deeper water samples are indeed more isotopically enriched (less negative values than 722 
surface water samples). 723 
 724 

p.16, l.16-17 Fe-Si amorphous phases; FeS mackinawite-like material?: Why Fe2+, 725 

could also have been Fe3+? 726 
 727 

We will present all relevant reference spectra in the revised version. The allocation of Fe(II) vs. Fe 728 
(III) to unknown phases in Mössbauer spectra is made according to the position of the spectrum in 729 
x-y space of quadrupole splitting vs. isomer shift, as outlined in Murad and Cashion, Springer 2004. 730 
This detail will be included in the revised version. 731 
 732 

p.17, l.1-5 hydroxylamine hydrochloride is a strong reducing agent suggesting that the Fe could 733 
have been reduced by the extraction.  734 
 735 
It is true that hydroxylamine-HCl is a reducing agent and is specifically used to target poorly 736 
crystalline Fe oxides in this scheme. We do not claim in this passage of text that hydroxylamine-HCl 737 

extracts Fe2+.  738 
 739 

I would also like to see a transect plot of DOM and POM. 740 
 741 
We do have a transect plot of POC from the same samples used to generate the corresponding plots 742 
for N/C and δ13C. (Fig. R7). This can be included as a supplement if needed but does not contribute 743 
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significant extra information. The distribution strongly resembles N/C, suggesting that phytoplankton 744 
dominates the POC pool at the time of sampling in June 2015.   745 
 746 

 747 
 748 
 749 
 750 
 751 

 752 
 753 
 754 
 755 

 756 

 757 
 758 

 759 

 760 
Unfortunately we do not have a corresponding plot for DOC (or DOM) as this sampling was not 761 

included in the original experimental setup (which was focused on Fe and POM). 762 
 763 

 p.18. Are the salinity differences significant enough to impact the Fe-S system? I don’t think 764 
so. 765 
 766 

We disagree. The changes in sulfate penetration depth from Station A‒D‒J (Fig. 7) indicate a 767 
significant impact of bottom water salinity on the diagenetic zonation of the sediments. As highlighted 768 

in the discussion of this Figure, the depth of the SMTZ, and the intensity of the associated H2S peak, 769 
contrast strongly between the sites. As mentioned also by Referee #1, the distribution of H2S in the 770 
pore waters (between stations and the downcore profile at each station) should then have a strong 771 
impact on the stability of Fe phases. We will devote more lines to this in the revised version.   772 

 773 
p.18 l.24 what do you mean by background rates: How are these background rates? Aren’t 774 

these the major reactions? What about sulfate reduction rates and coupled oxidation of sulfide 775 
by ferrihydrite? 776 
 777 
We will rephrase the sentence to remove the term “background”.  778 
 779 

Undoubtedly, both sulfate reduction coupled to organic matter oxidation, and oxidation of sulfide by 780 
ferrihydrite – along with many other diagenetic reactions – are also occurring at these sites. We will 781 
expand the discussion to give a broader overview of the various diagenetic processes, including first 782 
order estimates of process rates derived from pore water profiles. However it was not (and is still 783 

not) our intention to perform a detailed diagenetic modeling study, rather to highlight the diagenetic 784 
zones that are clearly visible in the pore water profiles, in order to qualitatively discuss the 785 
differences that are observed along the transect (and the link to Fe inputs from flocculation). 786 

 787 

Fig. R7. POC along 

the transect in June 

2015 (mg/L) 
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The anaerobic oxidation of methane by iron is often invoked these days, but to argue for this 788 
process there has to be good direct evidence. I am sure the authors are aware that AOM also 789 
can be coupled indirectly to reduction of iron oxyhydroxides through sulfide oxidation, but 790 

cannot be distinguished easily without performing specific experiments. Concentration profiles 791 
alone are not enough. The authors should refrain from inferring that AOM by iron is a major 792 
process controlling deep iron diagenesis when they have not addressed sulfide oxidation 793 
processes. They do not even present DIC data to support their assertion. In addition, should 794 
this process occur, it is easy to assess the quantitative significance by assessing the methane flux 795 

and the required removal of Fe to account for methane oxidation. 796 
 797 
We are indeed aware of the alternative indirect pathways by which reduction of Fe oxyhydroxides 798 
may be coupled to methane oxidation. The most relevant is of course the so-called cryptic sulfur cycle 799 

as described in Holmkvist et al., GCA 75 (2011), in which downward-diffusing H2S from the SMTZ 800 
is oxidized by Fe oxyhydroxides, leading to the formation of native sulfur and subsequent 801 
disproportionation to SO4

2- and H2S (the SO4
2- then going on to oxidize CH4). We do not dispute the 802 

validity of the mechanism presented by those authors and indeed coupled sulfur cycling and methane 803 
oxidation have been confirmed by further studies (e.g. Milucka et al., Nature 491, 2012).   804 
 805 
However, as discussed at length in the review process for Slomp et al. Plos ONE 8, 2013 and Egger 806 

et al., ES&T 49 (2015) for sediments from the Bothnian Sea, in the low-salinity systems of the northern 807 
Baltic the SMTZ is sufficiently shallow that H2S diffusing downwards from the SMTZ is exhausted 808 

well above the base of a typical GEMAX core. This is confirmed in the profiles in Figure 6, where 809 
H2S is undetectable below approx. 20 cm at Stations D and J. It is therefore problematic to invoke 810 

the cryptic sulfur cycle as the cause of high pore water Fe2+ at depth, because the downward diffusion 811 
of H2S is the ultimate driver of this process. Although H2S is regenerated during sulfur 812 
disproportionation within the cryptic sulfur cycle, only three moles are produced for every four moles 813 

of H2S that initially react with Fe oxyhydroxides. So cryptic sulfur cycling is in fact a net consumer 814 
of H2S and cannot sustain H2S-driven Fe oxyhydroxide reduction well below the downward-815 

penetrating H2S front. This concept is nicely illustrated in the study of Egger et al., Biogeosciences 816 
13, 2016 for Black Sea sediments (see their Figure 8, where pore water Fe2+ production due to cryptic 817 
sulfur cycling is shown to be restricted to a narrow depth interval just below to the downward-818 

penetrating H2S front). Hence we are confident that the large increase in pore water Fe2+ observed 819 

in the deeper parts of the cores in our study are not driven by cryptic sulfur cycling.  820 
 821 

To clarify, in the original manuscript we also give two possible mechanisms for the production of 822 
pore water Fe2+ (Eq. 7 and 8), thereby acknowledging that both dissimilatory reduction of Fe 823 
oxyhydroxides, and Fe-AOM, may be active in the deep sediments. Hence coupled to the above 824 
discussion re. cryptic sulfur cycling, we disagree with the assertion that too much weight is given to 825 
the likelihood of Fe-AOM.  826 

 827 
In related work we are performing experiments to determine the rates of AOM in these sediments, but 828 
these results are beyond the scope of the current paper. 829 
 830 
Along these lines, generally there is also too little discussion on sulfide oxidation coupled to iron 831 

reduction in the surface sediments. These organic-rich sediments likely have very low oxygen 832 
penetration depths of a few mm. Based on many other studies in estuarine systems, it is likely 833 

that anaerobic degradation processes such as sulfate reduction commence in the first 834 
centimeter. This makes it possible that FeS phases already occur in the topmost cm, and that 835 
not only iron reduction, but co-existing iron and sulfate reduction take place in the topmost cm.  836 
 837 
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The referee is correct that oxygen penetration is in the order of mm, and that both sulfate reduction 838 
and Fe reduction likely co-occur in the uppermost cm. This is implied by the immediate decline in 839 
pore water sulfate below the sediment-water interface at all sites, and the basic principle that Fe 840 

oxide reduction is more than twice as energy efficient as sulfate reduction per mole carbon oxidized 841 
(Stumm and Morgan, Wiley, 1981) and therefore should activate at a shallower depth horizon. In 842 
reality the diagenetic zones in these sediments overlap extensively, which in the surface sediments is 843 
also related to bioturbation and bioirrigation processes including by the invasive polychaete 844 
Marenzellaria (e.g. Norkko et al., Glob. Ch. Biol. 18, 2011). The referee is also correct that FeS may 845 

be present in the surface cm, either formed in situ by the co-occurrence of sulfate reduction and Fe 846 
reduction, or transported vertically from deeper horizons by the “smoothing” action of bioturbation. 847 
All of these concepts will be included in an expanded discussion of the diagenetic processes in the 848 
revised version of the manuscript. 849 

 850 
    851 
Finally, although the authors do very well in describing the bathymetry of this estuarine system, 852 

they fail to associate the bathymetric features with the current transport/ hydrography and the 853 
resulting particle transport and accumulation. For example, Station D likely must be influenced 854 
by saline water transport upstream, which is the only explanation to explain the higher bottom 855 
salinities. Therefore, inshore/upstream transport of organic material and of Fe has to be 856 

considered for the deep depressions. 857 
 858 

It is true that saline inflows across the sill are responsible for the relatively high salinity deep water 859 
of the inner estuary. Inflows typically occur in winter as established in early literature on this system 860 

(e.g. Virta, Nordic. Hydrol. 8, 1977) and Niemi (Meri, 4, 1977). We will include an expanded 861 
introduction to the hydrodynamics in Section 2 (Study location). We are also aware of the likely 862 
lateral transport of Fe and OM (indeed Page 17, Lines 4–14 of the original manuscript specifically 863 

address this issue). We will rephrase this section to emphasize that lateral transport into the 864 
bathymetric depression of Station D may occur in both and upstream and downstream direction. 865 

Figure 4 will also be modified to highlight the position of the bathymetric depression and the sill in 866 
the data series of OM and Fe. 867 
 868 

In addition, Station D, being the deepest station of the inner estuary, is clearly a particle trap 869 

of fine-grained material, also of organic material. As such, the focusing and accumulation of 870 
material here may override the estuarine mixing signal the authors have as their overriding 871 

study target. Stations C or E may be more informative in this context. Do the authors note the 872 
same signals at stations C, D, and E? 873 
 874 
As outlined in the previous response we are aware of the potential effects of lateral transport and 875 
focusing at Station D and will emphasize these more clearly in the revised version. In terms of the 876 

relative effects of the focusing and estuarine mixing on the observed signals, and the comparison of 877 
Stations C, D, and E: It could indeed be argued that Stations C and D display slightly elevated 878 
concentrations of “phytoplankton-derived” OM relative to the offshore trend (see Fig. 4b, lower left 879 
panel). We will give more weight to this in the revised version. The missing Fe data from Station C 880 
makes the equivalent assessment more difficult in the case of Fe.   881 


